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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Lead with Language  Today’s world is increasingly interconnected and interdependent. Proficiency in a World Language is an opportunity to engage with the world in a more immediate and meaningful way—right here in Cincinnati or thousands of miles away—while better preparing you to compete and succeed in the global economy…Language skills are among the top eight skills required of all occupations and between 2010 and 2015, the number of U.S. job postings specifically geared toward bilingual candidates more than doubled. People who speak more than one language have improved memory, problem-solving and critical-thinking skills, enhanced concentration, ability to multitask, and better listening skills. But don’t take my word for it, please listen to one of our recent CPS graduates share her experience.
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A vision for every 
CPS student
All students will have access to the rigor 
and opportunity provided by acquiring 
advanced intercultural awareness and 
proficiency in World Languages.

#WorldInfluencersNeedWorldLanguages

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We believe all CPS students, no matter which school they attend, deserve to have a world language education because as Senna said, you never know where you can go. 
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Our Vision in Action

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Calls to action for accelerated learning in world languages



Celebrations
9,570 Students, 

10 languages 
Arabic, ASL, Chinese,  

French, Japanese, 
German, Korean, Latin, 

Russian, Spanish 

Strong 
Foundations
Daily instruction in 

5 elementaries, 
exploration in 

7 elementaries  

Build from 
Strength
Heritage, ASL, 
increased access 
through technology

Curriculum Adoption 
In Progress 
High-quality, standards-
aligned content, methods, 
resources and measures



Goals for Increased Equity and Access
K-12 Curriculum Adoption

• 2021-22: Content, Methods, Assessments
• 2022-23: High-quality Resources

K-12 pathways for each language:
• Arabic and Japanese High School Opportunities
• Expand Chinese and Russian beyond Walnut Hills
• French, Korean, and ASL in Elementary 

Diversify 7-12 offerings across all schools
• Access to Course 3, 4 and college-level language
• Multiple languages available to study

Early Start
• Language learning in every neighborhood school
• Biliteracy programming for ELs and FLES students
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We are determined to achieve these goals in order to bring our vision to life for every CPS student… This year we have made great progress toward the goal of curriculum adoption. 



Our Committee
• Formed in spring 2021 to lead 

the work of adopting 
districtwide world languages 
curriculum

• Each candidate was approved 
by Curriculum Council 
Delegates
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Committee Member Teaching Expertise School

Pilar Baker American Sign Language Gamble HS

Tanya Boyle French, and IB Dater HS

Laura Brogden Latin Walnut Hills

Doreena Fox French and AP Walnut Hills

Lalainya Goldsberry Arabic and ESOL Withrow

Matthew Hurley German and AP Walnut Hills

In Sook Kim Korean Gamble HS

Liz Owens Spanish and AP Walnut Hills

Bridget Shen German Fairview

Amanda Snyder Spanish and Heritage Spanish Western Hills

Yesenia Soriano-Altamirano Spanish Immersion AMIS

Holly Taylor French SCPA

Marlena Thiemann Spanish Exploratory Hyde Park

Susan Underwood Spanish SCPA

Travis Yeager Curriculum Council Chair and Latin Spencer 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our Adoption Committee formed in spring 2021, formed of experienced CPS World Languages teachers who were selected by Curriculum Council delegates to lead the work of adopting district-wide world languages curriculum.



● What do we want them to do in the language by the 
end of the lesson/unit? What do they want to do in the 
language? 

● What can they do in the language RIGHT NOW?  

● How do we scaffold communication moment by moment 
so they can reach these goals?  

● How will students know if they are making progress 
and use feedback to plan their best next step? 
How will teachers know their next best instructional step?                   

GOAL: Curriculum that supports Equity and 
Accelerated Learning for Language Acquisition.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The four pillars of the Accelerated Learning model for CPS are… The curriculum we adopt must support students in having equitable access to these four pillars. Our teachers on the adoption committee have identified guiding questions to make clear what AL means in World Languages.



Learnings: Applying the CPS Curriculum 
Adoption Model to World Languages

Quantity/Diversity Resource Purchasing
The majority of resources had 
to be purchased to be piloted. 
Due to processing and 
shipment delays, some 
teachers still do not have the 
resources they were supposed 
to pilot during semester 1

Not so ready-made 
While we do need to vet 
resources, we also need to 
create our adopted instructional 
strategies and assessment 
tools, as these are not 
necessarily part of vendor-
created resources 

Scope of the adoption is 
much bigger than other 
content areas; more 
resources must be vetted

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Although some of you may be used to seeing a one year adoption cythe model used with SS, ELA, Math, and Science has been problematic for world languages.Example: Spanish has 14 total K-12 programs including K-6 Exploratory, K-6 Daily, K-6 Heritage, 7-8 Exploratory, 7-12 Spanish 1-4 for English speakers, 7-12 Heritage Spanish 1-3, AP Language and Culture, IB Middle Years Second Language Acq



Foundation 
in 
Anti-Racism 

We are working to cultivate an anti-racist community through education and awareness, providing a safe space for 
courageous conversations, and identifying racist policies, practices and ideas; then using interventions and strategies 
to disrupt the system and provide equity and access for every student. For World Languages this means EVERY 
student needs access to world language learning.

What’s recommended for adoption in 2022?
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Calls to Action for Equity 
and Access
1. Find new affirming ways our students 

can see themselves and other cultures 
in their learning:

Home language and culture are valued 

2. Spend vast amount of instructional 
time engaging learners in on-grade 
level work:

ODE Proficiency Targets for each 
course.

3. Address unfinished learning with 
precision and only as necessary:

Communication before conjugation, 
with appropriate scaffolds

Resources
● Coming in 2022-2023

● Teacher-selected, high-
quality, standards- aligned 
texts, tools, and media for 
every language and level

● Our Must-Have Criteria

Content
● Ohio and National World 

Languages Standards 

● Social Justice Standards

● AP Themes in every level

● English Language Arts 
standards alignment

Methods
● Comprehensible input 

for language acquisition

● Create safe space to 
learn from mistakes

● Value home language 
and culture as assets

Measures
● Formative: to plan targeted 

instruction and provide 
feedback

● Summative:  to celebrate 
proficiency growth milestones

● ODE HQSD Instruments

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Travis
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World 
Languages 
Curriculum 
Framework

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/133q-ptlv2VAhdp53B5HrkHfyn-YoGPjq-tx1CE8Fh_o/edit?usp=sharing


2021-2022 School Year
• April 20, 2022 Recommendation of 

Curriculum Framework to CPS BOE 
(COW)

• May 1, 2022 Curriculum Framework 
Published for CPS Teachers and 
Principals

• June 2022 Optional training on 
Curriculum Framework & Resource 
Pilot Fair

2022-2023 School Year
• August 2022 Optional training on 

the Curriculum Framework and/or 
Resource Pilot training

• December 2022 Resource finalists 
presented to Curriculum Council 
and BOE

• February 2023 Resource 
recommendations to BOE

• Spring 2023 Resource Training 
for Teachers

Timeline for Adoption and Training
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Criteria for Resources for 2022-23 Adoption
• Established by the Adoption Committee 

and approved by the Curriculum Council

• Three Gateways for approval based on 
the Ed Reports Model:

• Must-haves: if these are not met, 
the resource cannot be adopted by 
CPS

• Strong Candidate: meets all must 
haves, plus some additional criteria

• Ideal Candidate: meets all must-
haves and many additional criteria

• Evaluation tool linked here
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Not Met Met

1 Supports ODE World 
Languages and 
Cultures Standards

2 Provides 
representation and 
relevance for our CPS 
students

4 Scaffolds proficiency 
development through 
best practices

3 Sets reasonable 
expectations for 
language input and 
output

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Identify must haves and that they were approved by council

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1B-FBU448-dyDx-TlP1V9QXbQvAWFRsZDL_NjUTuAQis/prefill


World Influencers Need World Languages
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https://www.translatemedia.com/translation-blog/business-benefits-speaking-one-language/
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